Abstract

In high-throughput distributed applications, such as large-scale banking systems, synchronization between objects becomes a bottleneck. This short paper focuses on research, in close collaboration with ING Bank, on the opportunity of leveraging application specific knowledge captured by model driven engineering approaches, to increase application performance in high-contention scenarios, while maintaining functional application-level consistency.

CCS Concepts • Information systems → Distributed database transactions; • Software and its engineering → Domain specific languages; State systems; Model-driven software engineering; • Applied computing → Enterprise architectures; Event-driven architectures.

Keywords Synchronization, Atomic commit protocols

1 Motivation

Enterprise software systems are large, complex, and hard to maintain. Many applications communicate, operate independently, and need to change frequently. Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) are an approach to control the complexity by capturing domain knowledge in a non-ambiguous, single-source, and traceable way. DSLs enable automatically generating optimized code, where domain knowledge can be used which is not available to a general purpose programming language compiler.

The DSL Rebel [16] describes state machines for enterprise products, which communicate using atomic synchronized actions. These specifications are generated into a horizontally scalable distributed application, built on the Akka actor toolkit. Generating code for Rebel’s distributed synchronization in a generic scalable fashion is hard, because high-contention specifications result in bottlenecks in throughput and latency. Atomic synchronized actions, formalized as Atomic Commit [8], guarantee that actions on multiple objects are a single atomic step, where all or none should happen. A well-known generic blocking atomic commitment protocol is Two-Phase Commit (2PC) [8].

Improvements in scalability and throughput of Atomic Commit implementations and other optimizations related to consistency, are widely applicable to databases [1, 2, 7, 18], programming languages [3, 10–12, 17] and distributed systems in general [6, 9, 19].

2 Problem

High load on synchronization participants of distributed 2PC transactions results in high transaction latency and limits throughput, because each transaction has to wait until the previous one is finished. This high-contention is problematic in scenario’s where latency and throughput requirements have to meet. For example when a single bank account has a large number of money transfers to process this becomes an issue, e.g., a tax office account paying out benefits to a lot of citizens’ accounts in a small time frame.

We need approaches to improve in the high-contention bottleneck scenario. In which ways can we exploit models to safely improve synchronization performance?

3 Approach

Models of the distributed transaction’s participants enable specialized implementations of safe synchronization that maintains application-level consistency, in contrast to generic atomic commitment protocols and general purpose databases that need to be overly conservative to maintain consistency. These specialized protocols can lead to higher throughput and better scalability.

An example of exploitable model information is the Deposit operation as found in an Account state machine example, shown in Figure 1. The state machine instance can stay application-level consistent, even when multiple...
Deposit(amount: Int)[amount > 0]/balance = balance + amount

Open()[]/balance = 0

Opened
balance: Int

Withdraw(amount: Int)[amount > 0, balance - amount ≥ 0]/balance = balance - amount

Figure 1. State machine of example simple account. Events are defined in state chart notation: Event(fields)[guard]/effect

Deposit operations are executed in parallel, because it’s preconditions cannot be invalidated.

Our research is centered around utilizing this model knowledge, which general purpose algorithms and database can not rely on.

We plan to look into these open questions:

- ING Bank’s transaction data indicates that high contention will become a problem in practice. Do synthetic benchmarks in literature accurately exercise this behavior?
- Can we exploit run time model information to improve the performance of synchronization?
- Can we exploit compile time model information to improve the performance of synchronization?
- Using previous research results, can potential performance bottlenecks be detected at design time to support the designer?

The next section poses directions to answer these questions.

4 Evaluation Methodology

High-concurrent participants become a real problem for banking use cases when system usage keeps growing. This limits throughput and scalability of implementations. The main hypothesis is that performance can be improved by using knowledge of the application to safely parallelize transactions, where generic solutions can not. Secondary hypotheses are:

- Synthetic benchmarks from literature, such as TPC-C [13] and YCSB [4], capture high-contention use cases similarly to industrial transaction data.
- Domain-knowledge can be exploited at run time, to allow parallel transactions if it detects that their effects are independent at run time.
- Domain-knowledge can be exploited at compile time, to allow parallel transactions if it is statically detected that their effects are always independent.

- Similar to static compile time analyses, automated design time analyses can alert the designer of potential synchronization and performance bottlenecks.

The following paragraphs describe each secondary hypothesis approach in more detail.

Realistic Benchmark Analysis ING transaction data shows that high-contention can become a real issue in banking use cases and lead to bottlenecks for a 2PC implementation of synchronization. In order to guarantee consistency and atomicity, 2PC allows a single action per state machine instance to be in progress at the same moment, resulting in delaying other actions.

In literature, synthetic benchmarks, such as TPC-C [13] and YCSB [4], are used to evaluate database and middleware performance. These benchmarks claim to represent realistic use cases. We want to determine if these benchmarks accurately represent the high-contention use cases found in the ING transaction data set.

Path-Sensitive Atomic Commit We present a novel concurrency control mechanism, Path-Sensitive Atomic Commit [14] (PSAC), to reduce the bottlenecks of atomic commit in high-contention scenarios. Unlike 2PC, which is designed to be generic and applicable in all use possible cases, PSAC makes use of the domain knowledge of state machine actions.

PSAC uses the pre- and post-conditions of actions to detect, at run time, when actions are independent and can safely be parallelized. If an action is independent of in-progress actions’ outcomes, it is safe to already start processing, while vanilla 2PC would have to delay, e.g., parallel withdrawals on bank accounts when the balance is sufficient for all. More parallel running actions in the high-contention objects reduce the delay and improve the throughput, up until the CPU is saturated. Performance evaluation shows that PSAC exhibits the same scalability characteristics as standard 2PC, but obtains up to 1.8 times median higher throughput in high-contention scenarios.

Static Independent Events Analysis PSAC reduces the bottleneck of busy objects in 2PC by preemptively calculating more to find the independent actions. This extra calculation would not be necessary when the detection of independence of actions is determined statically. Static offline analysis of the specifications can determine actions that can always be run independently, e.g., deposits on accounts without balance checks. Fewer run-time calculations and conflict checks result in lower action latency and more processing power for other actions.

An SMT-solver, such as Z3 [5], can be used to analyze all possible pairs of actions per specification to determine static independence. At run time a new concurrency control mechanism, Local Coordination Avoidance (LoCA) [15], uses the
static independent analysis output to speed up synchronization by skipping the dependency checks in the implementation. We expect that performance evaluation will show better latency and throughput than 2PC. LoCA should also perform better than PSAC in the specific cases where calculating run-time independence and new states is expensive.

The static optimization complements run-time PSAC, which still provides extra performance gains on top of this for the other actions, which are only non-conflicting when run-time data is known, e.g., in account transactions for withdrawals when enough balance is available.

**Design Time Analyses** Offline analysis can also be used to support specification designers by giving insight in potential performance bottlenecks at design time. The specification IDE can provide this feedback for the current in progress performance evaluation requires analysis of the transactions in the benchmarks. An overview has to be created of the two design time analyses for Rebel, which feeds analysis results back into the IDE and provides infrastructure to add similar analyses.

### 4.1 Experimental Setup

Each hypothesis requires different experimental setup.

The synthetic benchmark evaluation requires analysis of the transactions in the benchmarks. An overview has to be created that shows which high-contention use cases are covered by the synthetic benchmarks, and how they relate to the bank transaction data.

For both PSAC and LoCA, we plan to implement variants of 2PC, PSAC and LoCA and keep the rest of the application and use case scenarios the same. This compares the difference between the mechanisms and avoids accidental implementation differences. Experiments consist of microbenchmarks and scalability benchmarks on cloud infrastructure of best and worst case scenarios, respectively low and high contention. The variants are compared in latency, maximum sustainable throughput and horizontal scalability potential.

Ideally the design time analyses are applied to real-life business use cases, to see if it detects bottlenecks correctly and is useful in industry setting.

### 5 Conclusion

The main goal of the thesis is to provide approaches to improve throughput and scalability of distributed software, reducing synchronization bottlenecks, by leveraging domain knowledge from models. Benchmark evaluation will show if synthetic benchmarks from literature cover the high-contention synchronization use cases. PSAC and LoCA optimize synchronization for run-time systems using dynamic and static independent events analysis, resulting in less contention and thus better latency and throughput. Problematic synchronization bottlenecks can be detected early with design-time analyses on models, such as SBA and PSA, which detects these bottlenecks and alerts the designer.
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